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1 Previous approach: Its Benefits and Drawbacks

Benefits Drawbacks

• Incentivized students to read the assigned 
materials before lectures. 

• Earning marks each week enabled students 
to track their progress throughout the 
semester.

• Some students only read relevant sections of 
the texts. 

• Difficulty in crafting comprehensive questions 
that required extensive reading. 

• Time-consuming marking process

• Challenge: Students’ low level of engagement 
with the required reading material

• Strategy: Assigned weekly short essays based 
on the reading

Students’ feedback (from ASIAN 204/302, 2021 S1)

“Tutorials and group discussions as well as course weekly quizzes were really 
helpful in keeping me accountable and engaged with the course content.”
“The online readings/quizzes were also helpful for digesting the learning.”
“The weekly quizzes too, they encouraged me to keep up with my readings 
and were really useful to understanding the week's lecture”
“Online assignments were helpful for understanding the content of the 
course.”
“relevant readings perked up my understanding of each course material.”
“ I really appreciated the way in which the reading based quizzes prepared us 
for the lecture topics each week.”
“ The reading quizzes – this ensured that I stayed up to date with the 
readings and actually engaged with them.”

“

”



• A social annotation platform: Designed to deliver all readings in one 
place

• Small groups read and annotate ‘together,’ asynchronously: 
Students read and annotate on their own time, at their own pace, from 
anywhere with a web connection

• Designed to prepare and reward students: Intrinsically (through 
peer-to-peer engagement and collaboration) and extrinsically (through 
grading) motivating students to read before coming to lecture. If done 
correctly most students will get full marks

• Providing actionable data for instructors: Automated marking, 
Student confusion report, Student activity report

• Sync seamlessly with Canvas: offering single sign-on and grad sync

2 Perusall Trial: Its Features



Assigned small groups read and annotate ‘together,’ asynchronously 

2 Perusall Trial: How does it work? (1) 



Actionable Data: Instructors can easily review overall assignment progress, individual 
students’ activity (including comments they made), and all comments quickly! 

2 Perusall Trial: How does it work? (2 -1) 



Confusion report: Analyses students’ reading behaviours to identify areas where they are struggling with 
a text and provides instructors with insights on how to better support them. 

2 Perusall Trial: How does it work? (2 -2) 



Analytics on reading activities: Quick review on annotation submission time, 
page views and average time spent for each page, and individual student activity

2 Perusall Trial: How does it work? (2 -3) 



Automated marking: Student’s reading activity is graded automatically based on pre-set components

2 Perusall Trial: How does it work? (3 -1) 



Automated marking: Student’s reading activity is graded automatically based on pre-set components

2 Perusall Trial: How does it work? (3 -2) 



Automated marking: Student’s reading activity is graded automatically based on pre-set components

2 Perusall Trial: How does it work? (3 -3) 



W1

Introduction

W3W2

• 1 pre-lecture reading per 
week

• Over 150 annotations
• Average of 1.5 hours spent 

on each reading activity

Initial feedback review
(SSCC meeting- W3)

W4 W5 W6

• 2 pre-lecture readings per week
• Over 150 annotations
• Average of 1 hour spent on each 

reading activity

Review Students’ overall feedback
(SET evaluation)

2 Perusall Trial: 2023 Summer Course, Asian 209/309



Interactive and Collaborative Learning

• "Fully anonymous" feature in Perusall

• Safe and non-threatening environment for 
discussions

• Perusall's safeguards against inappropriate 
behaviours:
1) Instructor monitoring 
2) Ability for students to flag inappropriate 
comments.

"I like how the teaching team has made it 
possible for us to interact with other people in 
our class and share our ideas/thoughts/ 
feelings without making the student 
uncomfortable doing so. The Pre–Lecture 
Activity (Perusall) was enjoyable, and I was 
delighted to read my classmates' comments!
I like how we can also keep our anonymity
while participating in the activity;. This allows 
for more discussion because everyone may be 
less shy to voice their opinion.."

“

”

3 Reflection on Perusall Trial: From Students (1)



Engaging with Course Materials

• Clear explanation of Perusall's purpose.
• Guidelines for pre-lecture reading activity on 

Perusall.
• Requirement of three value-adding posts for 

meaningful discussions, including
1) Detailed response to peer's annotation.
2) Sharing personal experiences.
3) Connecting examples to course 
concepts.
4) Utilizing other course materials.

"The tutorials and the perusall readings were a 
very powerful way to engage with the 
material."

"found the Perusall activities incredibly helpful 
as they allowed me to gain background 
knowledge of the topic before the lecture. It 
also allowed me to connect with my peers in a 
more comfortable anonymous environment. 
Continually, the wide variety of guest speakers 
was incredibly engaging and definitely 
widened my point of view on numerous issues 
in East Asia."

“

”

3-1 Reflection on Perusall Trial: From Students (2)



Promoting Peer-to-Peer Interaction

• Smaller groups of up to five students in 
Perusall: Optimal for meaningful 
interactions among students.

• Opportunities to connect with peers and 
read their perspectives.

• Enriched learning experience through peer-
to-peer interactive learning.

"The Perusall reading assignments is a very 
good way to keep us on top of our reading, 
and it is also a good way to read other 
students perspectives on the chosen reading.“

"The Perusall (readings of the week) new 
setting for this course is an interesting one... 
There will also be other students who agree 
with and supplement my ideas. This allows us 
to communicate effectively in this space, 
which is very interesting."

“

”

3-1 Reflection on Perusall Trial: From Students (3)



Benefits Drawbacks

• Great way to encourage reading before 
class and reward it

• Ensured in-depth reading
• Higher quality discussion with more 

students’ contributions (especially for 
quieter students)

• Deeper understanding of students’ 
reading engagement through actionable 
data provided in Perusall

• Automated assessment

• Initial set-up required at least one day 
(or more..)

• Still require monitoring to review 
students’ activity and finalise grades 
before syncing back to Canvas

3-1 Reflection on Perusall Trial: From Instructor





Step 1: Explore how-to guides on TeachWell Perusall page first

QR code for the 
TeachWell Perusall page

Perusall Trial: How to start? (1)

https://teachwell.auckland.ac.nz/support/learning-technologies/perusall/


Step 2: Add Perusall to Canvas Assignments

Perusall Trial: How to start? (2)



Step 3: Lunch Perusall assignment from Canvas Assignment

Perusall Trial: How to start? (3)



Step 4: Settings – General 

Perusall Trial: How to start? (4)



Step 5:  Course home – Library: Add contents as required for the assignments

* Note for copyright issue: The contents uploaded in Perusall should be listed in Talis to comply with CLL 
licensing requirements. 

Perusall Trial: How to start? (5)

https://www.auckland.ac.nz/en/staff/learning-and-teaching/copyright-at-auckland/teaching/talis.html
https://www.auckland.ac.nz/en/staff/learning-and-teaching/copyright-at-auckland/teaching/talis.html


Step 6:  Course home – Assignments
: Give the assignment a name. 

The name should exactly match the name in 
the Canvas Assignment (this is how 
Perusall knows which Canvas assignment 
to pass the scores back to)

Perusall Trial: How to start? (6)



1. Offering the carrot - Design to reward for full marks
: Based on the purpose of the assignment, decide on engagement metrics (Annotation 
content, opening assignment, reading to the end, active engagement time, getting 
responses, upvoting)
: Relieves student anxiety and focuses on the reading activity itself

Reflection on Perusall Trial: Key Considerations (1)



2.   Providing activity requirements
: Target number of annotations (e.g., three-value adding comments)
: Provide examples of what good annotation looks like and what it’s not
: Encourage students to participate in the activities for reading 
: Communicate assessment criteria by focusing on learning itself rather than providing   
precise detail 

Reflection on Perusall Trial: Key Considerations (2)



3.   Maximising interaction while minimizing frustration
: Set up the stable and optimal group size for your course
: Default number is 25, but decide its optimal size based on course aim and its material
: Recommended group size is 4-10 

4. Allowing students to be anonymous
: Option to post comments anonymous option OR Fully anonymous option (Not for the 
instructor) 

5. Motivating students intrinsically
: Explain why using this tool (importance of reading & working with peers)

Reflection on Perusall Trial: Key Considerations (3)
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